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"They want to be Chrtatlaa,
but they simply do aot kaow
what Christianity as," he
The lack of religious assistances has produced in people
a definite spiritual vacuum. To
fill this lacuna, thW turned to
fetishism and primitivismr And
spiritism—was—accepted ' a s a n ersatz, a marvelous ersatz, one
with direct" contact with the
world of spirits," he iaKTr

Position papers for the meeting will cover the mission structure in the United States and
Canada; the use of Jesuit manpower; the use and development of financial and material
resources;"lmflrairy~ sources of
manpower; collegiajity and the
missions; cc^operartioir with diocesan bishops in the missions
and with religious orders and
congregations and ecumenism
and the- missions.
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The unprecedented meeting
of Jesuit mission officers was
given added impetus by the
recent discussions in the Vatican Council on the missionary
activity of the Church. In those
discussions, Father Pedro Arrape, General of the Society of
Jesus, criticized what he termed
"deformed i d e a srf " s regarding
mission work.
'~ "

Other" conference highlights
include:
• British economist Barbara
Ward's warning that the contrast between the. world's rich
and poor, is sharpest in the
Americas and that Christians
who ignore the difference will
call down "God's anathema on
our rich, indifferent society."

Ageless Symbol
Of Faith

N e w York—(RNS>—One of t h e oldest and most popular symbols known to
man, the cross c a m e into widespread use a s a Christian symbol with the
conversion of Emperor Constantine to Christianity in 312 A.D. The form also
has been found a m o n g the earliest vestiges of civilization, with recorded
usage dating f r o m 4,000 years before Christ when pagans associated the
cross with awe a n d power. Shown here are several of the many varieties of
crosses as fabricated by the Overly Manufacturing Co. of Greensbnrg, Pa.

• The disclosure of Agnelo
Cardinal Rossi of Sao Paulo,
Brazil, that the Brazilian and
Chilean hierarchy have petitioned the Holy See for programs to use married lay deacons in priest-short areas.

e The reminder by Archbishop John P.. Cody of Chicago that
while U.S. Catholics and other*
are responding generously to
the call for help from Latin
1
America, ''staggering-tasks remain."
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A principal reason, he suggested, is the~lack of proper
Catholic instruction which has'
produced a folklore. _

Father James P. Cotter, S.J.,
director of Jesuit Missions, Inc.,
here, said the four-day meeting
sponsored by Jesuit Missions
and the Jesuit Mission Procurators of the United States and
Canada, will be the first worldwide meeting of the society's
mission superiors.
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(Continued from Page 1)

New York —(MC)- Twenty
six Jesuit mission superiors and
observers from around the
world will meet at Le Moyne
College, Syracuse. Jan. 25 to 28,
to reappraise Jesuit mission approach in light of the Vatican
Council.

New Almcuwc On "Renewal

Pius Frustrated
In Peace Effort
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